Your infusion should take _____ hours, 
or _____ days.

The C-Series Homepump is compact and light. Medicine flows through it at a steady rate.

**Tips for using the C-Series Homepump**

- Keep the flow restrictor taped to your skin the whole time. This piece controls how fast the medicine flows.

- You can wear the tubing under your clothes. Put the balloon in the pouch we gave you. Then strap or clip the pouch on. At night, you can put the balloon by your pillow.

- Your infusion is done when the infusion time has passed, and the balloon is empty.

- The medicine may flow faster or slower if you get very hot or cold.

**Troubleshooting**

*If the balloon still looks full after _____ hours or _____ days:*

1. Check that the flow restrictor is touching your skin.

2. Check that all the clamps are open.

3. Check for any kinks in the tubing.
When the infusion is done

- A nurse will remove the pump at your home or at the infusion center.

- If your pump is removed at home, the nurse will put the used supplies in the black case. Call Fairview Home Infusion when the case is full. We will pick it up and bring you a new one.

When to call for help

If the medicine leaks or stops flowing, or for any other problems, please call:

Fairview Home Infusion
612-672-2233 or 1-800-642-8845
www.FairviewHomeInfusion.org

Caring for your C-Series Homepump

- Keep the pump away from:
  - Children and pets.
  - Direct sunlight and heat.
  - Very cold weather.
  - Anything very hot or very cold.

- Keep the pump and tubing dry.
  - Shower with a hand-held shower hose, or take a bath.
  - When you wash, put the balloon in a plastic bag. Cover the tubing and your IV line with plastic wrap to keep them dry.